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INTRODUCfION. 
Along this work we will consider a multiobjective program of the type 
Min f(x) 
xED 
}, 
where 0 will be a set and the function f Is valued la an ordered Hausdorff 10­
cally convex space Y. One of the differences between the multi objective and 
the scalar programming is that in the first one the searched solutions are 
. minimal and not minimums In the usual sense of the order relations. 
Nevertheless, if it is achieved to transform minimal solutions into minimums, 
( 
then interesting properties appear about important questions such as quality 
and sensitivity (see for instance [4],[5] and [6]). 
One open problem is to determine under what conditions this 
( 
transformation can be attained, question which is treated in the first 
section of the present paper where it is stated, between other results, the 
theorem 6 which assures under very general conditions that for a given point 
( . 
Y EY there exists a Hausdorff locally convex space W, a pointed closed cone W 
o + 
on W and T: Y ~ W such that T(y )Sff(x) for every XED and (W,W ,T) is maximal 
o + 
in the sense of the definition 1. Moreover, in the theorem 9 it is proved that 
in the case of being Y a Banach space and under very natural conditions (which 
are very easily verified in practice) the last operator T is a topological 
isomorphism, which motivates in a natural way the concept of ideal point. The 
proof of the theorem 9, above mentionned, has moreover the advantage of being 
a constructive one being constructed W, W+ and T. 
The theorem 9 is used in the second section :to prove the theorems 11 and 
13 which stablish conditions to guarantee that the family of the ideal points 
is dense in the efficient line of the problem. This result allows that the 
2
 
techniques of the sensitivity analysis introduced in [5] can be applied to all 
the points of the efficient line. 
PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS. 
Let D be a set and Y a Hausdorff locally convex (real) space ordered by a 
pointed closed convex cone Y+ and consider the following problem of 
multiobjective programming: 
Min f(X)} (1), 
xeD 
) 
where f:D ~ Y is an arbitrary function. 
A usual Y' will denote the dual space of Y and Y' will be the dual cone 
+ 
of Y+ (i.e. Y:={y'eY' : y'(y)~o for every y'eY+}). Let also consider ) 
) 
1. MAXIMAL OPTIMIZATION AND IDEAL POINTS. 
From now on in this section, we will consider two fixed points y eY and 
o J 
y'e'Y ' such that y'(y ):sy'f(x) for every xeD. Let!f be the set of all trios 
o + 0 0 0 
(W,W ,T) where W is a Hausdorff locally convex space ordered by the pointed
+ 
closed convex cone W+ and T:Y ~ W is a surjective linear and continuous ) 
positive (Le. T(Y -{O})cW-{O}) function such that T(y )sTf(x) for every
+ + 0 . 
xeD. It is obvious that !f ""/Zl since (IR,IR+,y~)e!f . 
) 
Definition 1. If (W,W ,T),(U,U ,S)e!f , we say that (W,W ,T) precedes to 
+ + + 
J3 
) 
-----_._-----------­
( 
(U,U ,S) and we write (W,W ,T)>>(U,U ,S), if there exists a surjective li­
+ + + 
near and continuous mapping 1l:W --+ U such that it is non negative (i.e. 
1l(W+)cU+ ) and 1lT=S. 
Proposition 2. If (W,W+,T),(U,U+,S)e9' then the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
2.1. (W,W ,T»>(U,U ,S) and (U,U ,S)>>(W,W ,T).
+ + + + 
2.2. There exists a topological isomorphism 1l:W --+ U such that 1l(W )=U and 
+ + 
1lT=S. 
,( 
Proof. Clearly it will be enough to prove that 2.1 implies 2.2, so let us 
suppose that 2.1 holds, then there exists two surjective linear and 
continuous mappings 1l1:W~U and 1l2:U~W such that 1l (W+)cU+, 1l (U+)cW+,1 2
1l?=S and 1l S=T. Then for every yeY we have that 1l 1l T(y) = 1l S(y) = 2 2 1 2
T(y) and therefore, since T is surjective, it follows that 1l 1l is the identi­2 1 
ty on W. In a similar way it is proved that 1l 1l is the identity on U, and1 2 
2.2 follows immediately taking 1l=1lr 
,e 
Proposition 3. Let us consider on 9' the following relation: (W,W+,T)~(U,U+,S) 
if and only if (W,W+,T)>>(U,U+,S) and (U,U+,S)>>(W,W+,T). Then ~ is an equiva­
lence relation on 9' . Let us denote as usual by 9' /~ the quotient space and 
consider on 9' /e< the following relation [(W,W+,T)]»[(U,U+'S)] (where [(W, 
W ,T)] and [(U,U ,S)] denote respectively the equivalence classes of (W,W+,T)
+ + 
and (U,U+'S» if and only if (W,W+,T)>>(U,U+,S), then this relation» is an 
order on 9' /~. 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the proposition 2 and the definition 
( 
1. 
4 
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Proposition 4. (!f I"", ») is inductive. 
Proof. If {[W.,W.+,T.] : ieI} is a chain in !f I'" then let us consider W = 1 1 1 0 
IT W. endowed with the product topology, T:Y ~ W the mapping defined by
iel 1 0 
T(y)=(T.(y». I for every yeY and W=T(Y) with the relative topology. Clearly,
1 le 
is a pointed closedW = IT W. 
0+ iel 1+ 
convex cone of W and therefore, W =WnW is also a pointed closed convex cone 
o + 0 
T is surjective, linear and continuous, and 
of Wand T is positive. Moreover, if xeD then Tif(x)l':T.f(y ) for every iel and 
1 0 
so we have that Tf(x)l':T(y ) and (W,W ,T)e!f . Let us prove now that [(W,W+,T)]
o + 
»[(W.,W. ,T.)] for every ieI. In fact, let be a fixed iel and the natural1 1+ 1 
projection n.:W ~ W., since n. is linear, continuous and non negative, and1 1 1 
n.T=T., the proof will be finished proving that it is also surjective. Let be 
1 1 
wieWi, then since Ti is surjective there exists yeY such that Ti(y)=wi and 
therefore, T(y)eW and n.T(y) = T.(y) = w.. 1 1 1 
J 
) 
) 
Remark 5. Let us remark that in the last proof we have not used the fact of 
being {[ (W., W. ,T.)1 : ieI} a chain and thus it has been proved in fact that 
1 1+ 1 
given a family of !f I"" there exists an element of !f I"" which precedes to all 
the elements of the family. 
Theorem 6. There exists a maximum element of (!f lOt, »). 
Proof. It follows from the proposition 4 and the Zorn's lemma the existence of 
a maximal element [(W,W ,T)]e !f lOt, whcih is clearly a maximum as the remark 5 
+ 
states. ) 
5 ) 
--­ ---_._-----,._------­
) 
( 
Lemma 7. If there exist (U,U+,S)e" such that S:Y ~ U is a topological 
c 
isomorphism and [(W,W ,T)] is the maximum class of " /et, then T:Y~ W is also+ 
a topological isomorphism. 
c 
Proof. Since [(W,W ,T)]:.[(U,U ,S)] we have that there exists a+ + 
surjective, linear, continuous and non negative mapping 1[:W~ U such that 
1[T=S. Then for every yeY we have that S-I1[T(y) • S-IS(y) = Y and for every weW 
c 
there exists (since T is surjective) yeY such that T(y)=w and therefore, 
-1 -1 -1 
TS new) = TS 1[T(y) = TS S(y) = T(y) = w and T is a topological isomor­
phism. 
Definition 8. We say that y is an ideal point of the program (l) if the 
o 
maximal element [(W,W+,T)] of (" /et,») verifies that T is a topological 
( 
isomorphism. Let us remark that the lemma 7 assures that the fact of being T 
a topological isomorphism does not depend of the choice of the 
representative element of the equivalence class. 
If Y is an ideal point of the program (l) and there exists x eO such 
o 0 
that y =f(x ) then we say that x is an strongly proper optimum of the program
o 0 0 
(l). 
We present now a sufficient condition to be y0 an ideal point of the 
program (l). This condition will be very useful in the next section and it 
, 
I '- presents a big capacity to be verified in concret examples of practic type. 
Theorem 9. Suppose that the space Y is a Banach space. If the set 
( 
c 
6 
A' = {y'eY'
+ 
lIy'lI~l and y'f(x)!:y'(y) for every xeD}
0 
distinguishes points of Y, then y is an ideal point
o 
if [(W,W+'T)) is the maximum of (fI /ell,») then W is a 
of the program 
Banach space. 
(1), and ) 
Proof. Suppose that it is already proved the existence of (U,U+,S)EfI such 
that S is a topological isomorphism, then it follows from the lemma 7 that T 
is also a topological isomorphism and therefore, y is an ideal point of the 
o 
program (I) and W is a Banach space. 
Let us construct now the element (U,U+,S)efl . Let B' be the closed unit 
ball of Y' endowed with the weak­ topology, then it follows from the 
Alaoglu-Bourbaki theorem that B' is compact and so we can consider the space 
~ (B') of the weak- continuous real functions defined on B' with the supremum 
norm. Consider now the function S:Y-+~ (B') such that Sly)(y') = y' (y) for 
every yeY and every y'EB', then clearly Sly)e~ (B') for every yeY and S is li­
near. As it is well known, it follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem that 
,) 
lIyll = 
= 
= 
sup {Iy'(y) I : Y'EB'} 
sup {IS(y)(y')1 : y'eB'} 
IIS(y)1I
00 
) 
for every yeY, and therefore, S:Y ~ U is a linear and bijective isometry (and 
in particular continuous) and U=S(Y) is complete (since Y is a Banach space). 
The set ~ (B')+ = { hE~ (B' ) : h(a' )!:O for every a'EA' } is obviously 
a closed convex cone of ~ (B') and so U+ = U,,~ (B')+ is' also a closed convex 
cone, let us see that it is also pointed. In fact, if there exists ueU such 
that u,-ueU+ then there exists yeY such that S(y)=u and therefore, 
) 
) 
7 
( 
._-----------_._­
a'(y) = S(y)(a') ~ 0 for every a'eA'. Moreover, T(-y)=-ueU and then a'(y):sO 
+ 
for every a'eA'. Therefore, since A' distinguishes points of Y, it follows 
that y=O and so u=O. 
Let us prove now that S is positive. In fact, if yeY -(a) then S(y);l:O
+ 
since S is bijective, and S(y)(a') .. a'(y) ~ 0 for every a'eA' (because A' c 
Y' ).
+
 
Moreover, it follows
 from the definition of A' that the 
inequality a'(yo):sa'(f(x» holds for every a'eA' and every xeD, and 
therefore, Sly ):SSf(x) for every xeD and (U,U ,S)e9' . 
o + 
Remark 10. First remark that A' distinguishes points of Y if and only if the 
set {y'eY': y'(y ):sy'f(x) for every xeD} distinguishes points of Y. Also,+ 0 
proceeding like in the proof of the lemma 7 it can be proved that if 
[(W,W+'T)] is the maximum of (9' /Cl<,») and 7r is the projection of W into the 
space U constructed in the last proof, then 7r is a topological ismorphism, and 
so it can be taken W=U and the last proof is a constructive one with respect 
W. Also taking W=U, it can be proved without any difficulty that W+ .. 
f"\ C being ~ the family of the all pointed closed convex cones C of W such 
Ce~ 
that for the order induced by C on W the inequality Sly ):SSf(x) holds for 
o 
every xeD, and SlY+) c C. 
2. DENSITY OF THE IDEAL POINTS IN THE EFFICIENT LINE. 
Suppose that y0eY is an ideal point of the program (l) and X eD verifies 
o 
that f(x )=y . If [(W,W ,T)] is the maximum element of (9' /Cl<,») (which has 
o 0 + 
been constructed in the proof of the theorem 9 ), then from the condition of 
8 
( . 
being T a topological isomorphism which verifies Tf(x)2:Tf(x ) for every xeD, 
o 
it is not difficult to endow the program (l) with a dual program which 
measures the sensitivity of f(x ) with respect the changes in D (see (5]).
o 
Nevertheless, there are "few" optimums of (1) xeD verifying that f(x) is an 
ideal point, so we dedie this section to prove that in any case, if xeD is an 
optimum of the program (l) then, under certain conditions, there exists an 
ideal point of (1) which is "so near to f(x)" as we want, and obviously, for 
this ideal point it is possible a satisfactory duality theory (see (5]). 
Along this section let us assume that the space Y is a Banach space. 
) 
) 
Theorem 11. Suppose that 'Y+' is non void and that Y~ distinguishes points of 
Y. If x eD is such that the set {y'eY'-{O} : y'f(x ):sy'f(x) for every xeD} is 
0+0 
not void and feD) is a bounded subset (in norm) of Y, then f(x ) is adherent 
o 
to the set of the ideal points of the program (1). 
J 
Proof. Let be y'eY'-{O} such that y'f(x ):sy'f(x) for every xeD, y eY such 
o + 0 0 0 0 
that lIy 11=1 and y' (y )=-0:(0, and finally £)0, and consider Yl=f(x )+£y ,then
o 0 0 0 0 
IIf(xo)-Yll1=£ and so if we prove that Yl is an ideal point of the program (l) 
then the proof will be finish. First let us remark that 
(11.l) y'f(x) 2: y' (Yl) + 0:£ 
o 0 
)' 
for every xeD. 
Since feD) is 
every xeD. Let be 
bounded (in norm) there exists k)O such that IIf(x)lI:sk for 
r={ 0:£Min { 2k 0:£ ' 
0:£ 
211Yl11 if IIY111 ) 0 
.) 
2k if "Yl" = 0 
9 
=.>' 
I 
Let be now y'eY' such that Ily'-y 11 :s r, then 
c o 
and therefore, 
01.2) 
Moreover, for every xeD we have that 
Iy'f(x)-y'f(x) I :s lIy'-y'lI k:s ac 
o 0 2 
and 
ac01.3) Y'f(x)e[y~f(x)- 2,+0). 
From (11.0, 01.2) and (B.3) it is deduced that 
is verified for every xeD and every y'eY' such that lIy'-y'lI:sr.
o 
Since 'Y+' is non void, adding to y' an element of 'Y' with sufficiently
o + 
little norm, it is obtained a new element of 'Y ' which verifies the conditions 
+ 
of (B.4), and therefore, the set!f associated to Yl is non void and the 
theorems 6 and 9 can be applied. 
To prove that YI is an ideal point of the program (0, it is enough to 
see that the set M = (Y'eY~ : y'(YI):sy'f(x) for every xeD} distnguishes 
points of Y (as it follows from the theorem 9 and the remark 10). Let be Y2'Y3 
10 
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J
 
e Y with y£/:.y3 ' since it follows immediately from (11. 1) that y~eM, then if 
we have that Y~(Y2)*Y~(Y3) the proof is finished. Suppose that Y~(Y2)=Y~(Y3)' 
then there exists YieY~ such that lIyill=1 and yi(Y2)*yi(Y3). Let be Yi=y~+rYi 
then Yi e Y~ and IIYi-y~lI=r, and it follows from (11.4) that yieM. Moreover, 
from y~(Y2)=y~(Y3)' yi(Y2)*yi(Y3) and r>O, it follows that Yi(Y2)*Yi(Y3)· 
J 
Remark 12. The (non very hard) hypothesis, assumed in the last theorem, of 
being Y /*121 can be removed, since it follows from the proof of the theorem 
that this hypothesis is only used to assure that the class !I associated to 
the element Yl is non void, and following the proof of the theorem 9, it 
is noticed that the construction of the element (U,U+,S) proves that this 
class is non void. 
If in addition of the hypothesis of the theorem 11, D is a convex subset 
of some vector space X, the function f:D ~Y is convex and the cone Y+ has 
non void interior (Le. ~ *121), then it is known that from the separation
+ 
theorems it is deduced that every optimum x of the program (1) verifies that 
o 
{y'eY'-{O} : y'f(x ):sy'f(x) for every xeD} is non void, and therefore, for 
+ 0 
every optimum x of (1), f(x ) is adherent to the set of the ideal points of 
o 0 
the program (1). 
.J 
When the set feD) is non bounded 
programming, we have the following result: 
and in the context of the convex 
Theorem 13. Let us assume the following hypothesis: 
13.1. The space Y is a reflexive Banach space. 
11 
) 
c 
13.2. D is a convex subset of a vector space X and the function f:D ~ Y is 
convex. 
13.3. Y' distinguishes points of Y. 
+ 
13.4. There exits x eD and y' e'!:J ' such that y' f(x )sy' f(x) for every xeD. 
o 0 + 0 0 0 
13.5. f(x ) is a denting point of the set f(D)+Y . 
o + 
13.6. y'f(x )(y'(y) holds for every y e f(D)+Y -(f(x H. 
o 0 0 + 0 
Then, f(x ) is adherent to the set of the ideal points of the program
o 
(1). 
Proof. Like in the proof of the theorem 11, let be £>0, y eY verifying that 
o 
lIy 11=1 and y' (y )=-«(0, and Yl=f(x )+£y .It is clear that IIY1-f(xo)lI=£ and 
o 0 0 0 0 
the theorem is proved showing that Yl is an ideal point of the program (1), 
and for this it is enough, following the theorem 9, to verify that the set M = 
{Y'eY~ : y'(Yl)sY'f(x) for every xeD} distinguishes points of Y. Let be Y2 and 
Y3 two different points of Y. If y~(Y2)-y~(Y3) we have finished since y' eM. o 
Suppose that y~(Y2)=y~(Y3)' then since Y~ distinguishes points of Y, there 
exists u'eY~ such that u'(Y2)-u'(Y3). Evidently, for every te(O,1) we have 
that the element u~=tu'+(l-t)y~ belongs to Y~ and it distinguishes Y2 and Y3. 
-1So let us prove that Ut'eM for some te(O,1). Consider now D =f (B) where B 
n n n 
denotes the closed ball of Y with center f(x ) and radius n (elN). Proceeding
o 
like in the proof of thetheorem 11 it is proved the existence of r >0 
n 
(nelN) such that if IIu'-y'II s r thenton 
(13.1) 
for every xeD . In particular let us take a decreasing sequence (s) which 
n n 
converges to 0 in IR and such that nu' -y' IIsr with u' =u' (nelN). If u' t!M for 
non n s n 
n 
every nelN then it follows from (13.1) the existence of (xn)CD such that 
12 
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.:J , 
03.2) 
for every neN. 
u'f(x ) < U'(Yl)
n n n 
Since 
and IIf(x )-f(x )1I>n
n 0 
li m lIf(x )-f(x )11
n 0 
n 
we can find (t )c(O,O such that 
n 
03.3) 2 ~ lit f(x )+O-t )f(x )-f(x )11
n n n 0 0 
= +0:1 
> 1 
, 
for every neN. Since the set D and the function f are 
~ A 
x =t x +O-t)x e D and f(x )~t f(x )+O-t )f(x)
n nn no  n n n 0 
convex 
(neN). 
we 
If 
have that 
J 
03.4) 
A A 
Y =t f(x )+O-t )f(x )-f(x )
n n n non 
then y eY 
n + 
and it follows from 03.2) that 
~ A 
u' [f(x )+y ] = t u'f(x ) + (l-t ) u'f(x )
n n n nn n n n 003.5) (neN). ){ :Stu'(Yl)+O-t )u'f(x)
n n n n 0 
Moreover, since u'=s u'+O-s )y' and s -+ 0, we have that 
n n non 
lim u'(Yl) = y'(Yl) <y'f(x ) = lim u'f(x )
n 0 0 0 n 0 
n n 
i 
J, 
and therefore, there exists n eN such that u'(Yl):S u'f(x) for every n~n. 
o n n 0 0 
Now, it follows from 03.5) that 
J,A 
03.6) u'(f(x )+y ) :s t u'f(x ) + O-t ) u'f(x ) = u'f(x )
n n n nn 0 n non 0 
A A 
for every n~n . From 03.3) and 03.4), it is deduced that f(x )+y e B for 
o n n 2 ) 
every neN and since the space Y is reflexive, B is cr(Y,Y')-compact and there2 
13 
c 
exists an accumulation point (in er(Y,Y'» zeY of the sequence {f(; )+;} '. 
n n nelN 
Therefore, it is easily proved (recall that u' ~y' in the strong topology of 
n 0 
A A 
Y') that y' (z) is an accumulation point of the sequence {u' (f(x )+Y)} IN 
o n n n ne 
and it follows from 03.6) that 
03.7) y'(z) :s Hm u 'f(x ) = y'f(x ). 
o n n 0 0 0 
A A 
From 03.3) and (13.4) it follows that f(x )+y t! B and then 
n n 1 
ze (f(o)+Y+J-B1 er , where the adherence is taken in the topology er(Y,Y'), and 
therefore z e co [(f(D)+Y+)-B1] where the adherence is taken now in the 
strong topology, since the Hahn-Banach theorem and the convexity of the set 
assures that the weak and the strong adherence of 
( . this set coincide. Since f(x)
o 
is a denting point of the set ffD)+Y
+ 
it is 
clear that z;tf(x )o and then 03.7) is a contradiction wiyh tt!t' hypothesis of 
the theorem, contradiction which appears on supposing that u' t!M 
n 
for every 
nelN. 
Remark 14. If in the last proof we change in 03.3) the numbers 1 and 2 by 
suitable scalars, then the hypothesis of being f(x) a denting point of 
o 
f(D)+Y can be changed by the following much more weak condition: There exists
+ 
i\)O such that f(x) E co {[f(D)+Y ]-B(f(x Li\)}.
o + 0 
In the particular case of being Y=lRn, in the last proof it can be proved 
that z:;tf(x) using the (strong) compactness of the closed balls, whithout 
o 
assuming the condition about the denting point. Also, changing in 03.3) the 
numbers 1 and 2 by suitable scalars, the hypothesis 13.6 can be replaced by 
the condition of being (ye f(o)+Y : y'(y)=y'f(x )} a bounded (in norm) subset 
+ 0 0 0 
of Y. 
Also, if Y=lRn and Y+ is the usual (positive) cone of IRn, then reasonning 
like in the preceding paragraph, the hypothesis 13.5 and 13.6 can be 
14 
---_._-----------------------­
substituted by the condition of being {f(x)eY : xeD and y'f(x)=y'f(x )} a 
o 0 0 
bounded (in norm) subset of Y. 
Finally, the condition of being the Banach space Y reflexive can be chan-
ged by being the Banach space Y a dual space (Y=Z'). Then the proof holds the 
same changing in 13.6 the adherence of Y +f(D) by Y +f(o) cr(Y,Z)+ + . 
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